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I feel the weight of your arms
They're always living how I want to be
Instead of running so scared
Your feet are running in the place we meet
I don't know where to go now

I know,
Today I heard it in myself
The sound that drags me down to earth
For now, I cannot even shout
I know it's worth a little more
The world that set me up with you
Is drowned in what I want to do
And now it seems like I'm on edge
It must be something that I've said

Let's get away from here now
And live the stories of our families
The ones that gone away are
The ones that people said we ought to be
We don't know when is now

I know,
Today I heard it in myself
The sound that drags me down to earth
For now, I cannot even shout
I know it's worth a little more
The world that set me up with you
Is drowned in what I want to do
And now it seems like I'm on edge
It must be something that I've said

You said build it up, I said I don't know
Just like I'm told, the best things are old
The moon's riding up, the cloud shoots him down
I let it up and I kiss the ground
I feel the hills, they growing swells
Just sit here still, just listen in
Let's say it doesn't fell too well
Then living would be more like hell
I wrote it down, I wrote it down
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I wrote it down, I wrote it down
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